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Abstract: Numerous types of threats could become vulnerable to Wi-Fi networks. In preventing and reducing their 
effect on the networks, it has become imperative for any user to understand the threats. Even after thoroughly 
encrypting them, the route between the attacker's device and the Victim's device may even be vulnerable to 
security attacks on Wi-Fi networks. It has also been noted that there are current shortcomings in Wi-Fi security 
protocols and hardware modules available in the market. Any device connected to the network could be a possible 
primary interface for attackers. Wi-Fi networks that are available in the transmission range are vulnerable to 
threats. For instance, if an Access Point (AP) has no encrypted traffic while attached to a Wi-Fi network, an intruder 
may run a background check to launch the attack. And then, attackers could launch more possible attacks in the 
targeted network, in which the Evil Twin attack has become the most prominent. This Evil Twin attack in a Wi-Fi 
network is a unique outbreak primarily used by attackers to make intrusion or establish an infection where the 
users are exploited to connect with a victim's network through a nearby access point. So, there is more chance to 
get the user's credentials from the perpetrators. An intruder wisely introduces a fake access point equivalent to 
something that looks like an original access point near the network premises. So, an attacker can compromise the 
network when a user unconsciously enters by using this fake access point. Attackers could also intercept the traffic 
and even the login credentials used after breaching insecure networks. This could enable monitoring the users 
and perhaps even manipulating the behaviour patterns of an authorized network user smoother for attackers. The 
critical consideration of this research paper is the identification and avoidance of the Evil Twin attack over any 
Wi-Fi network. DPETA addresses intruders' strategies to extract identities and what users need to do to keep them 
out of the networks. 

Keywords: Management Frames, Fake Access Points, 802.11 standards, Wi-Fi Attacks, Man in The Middle 
(MITM) Attack, Evil Twin AP Attacks 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Wi-Fi is a networking technology designed for wireless 
communication that exchanges relevant information to 
high-speed networks through the use of radio waves. It 
is entirely possible that your network access point has 
been exploited and you do not even recognize anything 
that, which is quite significant. Because of the design 
feature of wireless networks, the data packets are 
transmitted through a wireless medium. It is sort of 
quiet, very easy to read or modify by the attackers. 
Additionally, Wi-Fi networks are especially vulnerable 
to security threats because physical accessibility to them 
is impossible to avoid. In this respect, the first gain they 
provide is that an attacker would also be in a physical 

location to the network, which will narrow the number 
of eligible attacks. The Wi-Fi data traffic can be 
intercepted and manipulated by anyone, much as other 
non-encrypted traffic. Users could have more security if 
they go through a wireless network, but if an attacker 
has sufficient toolkits, they can indeed interpret the 
information. 

In earlier days, Wi-Fi Infrastructures and Connections 
was available to the users only by paying huge money to 
the service providers. At present, Free Wi-Fi networks 
give a chance to an individual to access data without 
limitations. Whenever free Wi-Fi service is possible also 
influence the decision to use a specific service, but the 
efficiency of the connectivity is gradually gaining 
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consideration in the decision-making process. Radio 
waves are the key factors that allow Wi-Fi 
communications. Through Wi-Fi cards, computers and 
smartphones are accessible to browse the data. Wi-Fi 
availability has also been used to represent a new 
development linked to the network within the field. The 
Wi-Fi clients, such as laptops and mobile phones that are 
fitted with Wi-Fi connection cards, broadcast radio 
waves from wireless sensors and devices that pick-up 
signals. Whenever the clients receive the signals from 
the router within the range, they connect to the system. 
In general, the connectivity and data transfer of the 
network increases when the devices are near the access 
points. This speed of the data transfer may reduce when 
the devices moved apart. This paper is organized as 
follows: Section 2 presents various wireless network 
attacks and vulnerabilities. Section 3 describes the 
related works of the Evil Twin attack. Section 4 explains 
the issues in the existing Evil Twin attack. Techniques 
and ideas to detect and prevent the Evil Twin attack are 
given in Section 5. Section 6 gives an overall summary of 
this research work. 

Growth in the number of Wi-Fi networks presents a 
growing potential for attackers who could allow their 
devices to look genuine by literally providing an 
identical identity to a Wi-Fi network mostly on-site to 
any open network. Despite the fact that the attacker may 
be physically close to the attacker, the real access may be 
far away. point, their signal would be greater, bringing 
more suspects possibly. StrandHogg 2.0 vulnerability for 
the Android devices arises danger as Evil Twin attack. 
This bug that occurs almost in every Android update is 
somewhat more harmful and harder to identify than its 
predecessor. Researchers noted that a recently 
discovered Android vulnerability could cause attackers 
to exploit several programs on a user's computer if 
compromised. StrandHogg 2.0, which threatens most 
Android releases, lets malicious activity, while hidden 
from victims, act as legitimate apps [3]. Using whatever 
kind of public access point, Wi-Fi connectivity 
vulnerabilities are recognised, but last year the FBI 
released a clear alert about working from hotels mostly 
during coronavirus outbreaks. That organization said it 
was an increasing number of individuals who use hotels 
to work are identified because they seek freedom from 
personal disturbances Ben Lovejoy, (2020). 

Meng et. al. proposed a keystroke inference framework 
to reveal the mobile password in the Wi-Fi networks. 
The keystrokes on the user's devices lead to unique 
interference to the multi-path signals. A free Wi-Fi 

hotspot is designed to collect the channel state 
information from the target device. The implementation 
of the proposed model is done through seeing the user's 
device and also by installing the malware on the targeted 
device. It is named WindTalker and its performance 
could be reduced only by implementing the proper 
security measures in the network Meng, Yan, Jinlei Li, 
Haojin Zhu, Xiaohui Liang, Yao Liu, and Na Ruan. (2019), 
created a detection mechanism to identify the spoofing 
attacks in WLAN based positioning systems using Wi-Fi 
hotspot tags. A privacy attack model is designed based 
on spoofing attacks in mobile social network services. A 
tag verification algorithm is designed using fuzzy 
extractors that could adapt high-bit error rates of 
wireless data transmission. Experimental analysis 
follows the safety and feasibility of the proposed 
mechanism Ye, Ayong, Qing Li, Qiang Zhang, and 
Baorong Cheng. (2020), Designed a low-rate DoS attack 
launching model with cache enabled Wi-Fi offloading. 
This idea reduces the normal waiting time of the 
network users by effectively handling the bandwidth of 
the Wi-Fi connections. This offloading architecture is 
created to insert attack traffic during the active data 
transmission in the Wi-Fi environment. The proposed 
model creates a low-rate DoS attack and it too creates a 
notification to avoid it Liu, Zhicheng, and Junxing Zhang. 
(2019). Shrivastava et al. designed an EvilScout model to 
detect and mitigate Evil Twin attacks in SDN enabled Wi-
Fi networks. It is proposed to utilize the information of 
the IP prefix distribution by the legitimate access point. 
It exploits the SDN for detection of Evil Twin attacks 
without any additional hardware or software. The 
implementation is created for real SDN and produced 
high accuracy with low processing cost in the SDN Wi-Fi. 
Access point service blocking attack is discovered in 
different Wi-Fi setups in the WPA2 protected Wi-Fi 
network Shrivastava, Pragati, and Kotaro Kataoka. 
(2020). Agarwal et al. published an effective scheme to 
detect the Evil Twin rogue access point attack in 802.11 
Wi-Fi networks. An IDS is proposed to detect the Evil 
Twin attack by addressing most of the existing detection 
mechanisms. The proposed scheme detects both the 
single and multiple evil twin access point attacks. 
Analysis proves that the proposed idea can detect the 
attack in 92% and accuracy is achieved in 100% in 
different scenarios Agarwal, Mayank, Santosh Biswas, 
and Sukumar Nandi. (2018). developed a gateway 
independent client-side-based detection model of Evil 
Twin attack in the Wi-Fi network using virtual wireless 
clients. Virtual wireless clients are created parallelly to 
detect the Evil Twin attack. The random detection mode 
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monitors multiple Wi-Fi channels that send the data 
packets by a server to the internet. It also creates alerts 
when the wireless network is designed with two 
different gateways by switching from one access point to 
another during a secure connection. Proposed detection 
model created and tested in the real-time environment 
and results with 100% detection rate Nakhila, Omar, 
Erich Dondyk, and Cliff Zou. (2018). 

II. ATTACKS AND VULNERABILITIES 

In Wi-Fi technology, security is an essential factor to 
retain the users in the network. Security is our subjective 
opinion, but perhaps users should give more importance 
to safeguarding private information by providing the 
secured wireless network infrastructures. Users can 
communicate with unprotected wireless networks at 
any time. The concern is that everyone uses data such as 
uploading games, distributing software and executing 
security attacks, sharing illicit digital media files, etc. to 
connect to your wireless network [1]. However, it is 
important to provide a safeguard for devices and users 
based on wireless emerging technologies. 802.11a was 
among and equipped with wireless technologies 
available. That determines the functionality and layout 
of the radio signals transmitted by the antennas and 
antennas of WI-FI networks [2]. 

A.  SSID and Default Passwords 

The enormous growth in hacking attempts through open 
Wi-Fi networks and encourages people with regular 
establishments that offer safe Wi-Fi access. Default SSID 
and passwords will make it simpler for attackers to 
break the WPA2 encryption using default or common 
SSID. Therefore, the network name in the encryption 
system and common SSIDs makes the hacker's job easier 
by using the rainbow tables. Intrusion will occur if 
somehow the access point is found in a destination that 
can be reached easily. 

B.  Tampering an Access Point 

Tampering an access point might happen if an access 
point is placed in a position where it can be physically 
reached. It could take only a few moments for the access 
points to restore to the default factory settings. If an 
attacker gain access to the Wi-Fi network or intercept 
the data packets between the Access Point and Switch, 
the network configuration may be altered or 
manipulated. This unauthorized tampering is illegal and 
it can include unauthorized information manipulation 
and illegitimate configuration data modification. 

C.  Denial of Service (DoS) Attack 

DoS attack goals aim to degrade the effective utilization 
of the network and its resources by disabling the critical 
network services. Attacks aiming at disabling the 
infrastructure or reducing its efficiency are covered 
under these DoS attacks. DoS attacks is achieved by 
flooding the target device with high traffic or providing 
it false data traffic that causes a crash. DoS attacks use a 
single connection with the target device, while a 
Distributed DoS (DDoS) attack integrates multiples 
sources of fake data traffic in the form of a Botnet. 

D. Authentication and Authorization Attack 

These attack methods could target and try to bypass 
authentication to validate a person, program, or 
application's identity in a network. Moreover, it 
attempts to obtain entry without the proper credentials 
to access the network services. Especially, using an 
automatic randomization mechanism helps an attacker 
to infer the credentials of an individual user. 

E.  Attacks on Extensible Authentication 
Protocol (EAP) 

EAP protocol is purely based on authentication schemes 
in wireless networks and Point-to-Point connections 
mostly used when connecting a device to the Wi-Fi 
network. It is not a particular authentication method. It 
offers some specific functionality and authentication 
process which is called EAP methods. Attacks on the EAP 
authentication is targeted on the server however several 
other authentication protocols become established by 
the end-users. An attacker can either passively target 
these protocols, by monitoring the data traffic and trying 
to obtain values or actively becoming a user of the 
network. The attacker may attempt, as a user, to imitate 
the user or the server. 

F.  Eavesdropping Attack 

Spying is the theft of data from a network, also known as 
a sniffing attack or snooping attack, and it is carried out 
by a computer that is connected to the network. The 
attack takes advantage of unsecured wireless network 
systems such as public Wi-Fi links or mobile devices to 
see the user's data as it is transmitted or obtained by its 
target. Because of the design property of the wireless 
network, it is almost difficult to avoid this form of attack 
fully. Implementing a standard firewall and difficult 
network parameters can be included to keep standards. 
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G. Evil Twin Attack 

An Evil Twin attack usually involves an attacker setting 
up a malicious or fake wireless access point that mimics 
a legal access point (along with the SSID). These kinds of 
attacks might exist for a long time as Wi-Fi has operated. 
Here, without approval, an access point is attached to a 
certain network device. Many of the rogue access points 
are mounted by the users are not necessarily the same 
access point used by the organization. It unlocks another 
attack surface for quick access to a very safe network in 
a circumstance where they are misconfigured or 
installed without any protection. Rogue access points 
could be very disguised and incredibly difficult to locate 
in this current scenario. These access points present a 
serious hazard because an affordable wireless access 
point would theoretically allow the unknown user to 
access the wireless network and can be installed blindly 
or intentionally by someone with access to the premises. 

   H. MAC Spoofing Attack 

It is a technique used on a networked computer to alter 
a factory-assigned MAC address of a network interface. 
An attacker sniffs the wireless network and tries to 
behave as one of the legitimate MAC addresses for valid 
MAC addresses. The attacker then introduces itself as the 
default gateway and, without really being detected, 
duplicates all the data transmitted to the default 
gateway. Although it is possible to spot MAC spoofing, it 
can be hard to find the malicious user until admins know 
it is happening in the network. Network manipulation 
depends on monitoring the signal intensity indicator 
received of frames from a single device. 

I. Packet Sniffing Attack 

It is a technique to intercept unencrypted network 
traffic. This data can be processed after capturing, and it 
is possible to recover confidential information. Through 
wireless networking tools such as Wireshark, such a 
wireless network attack begins. It makes it easy for an 
attacker to collect and analyses data that passes through 
the active network. All the unencrypted data can be read 
and inevitably, certain kinds of network traffic, including 
login credentials and some other confidential data. If you 
have a switch-based infrastructure, you can make it 
considerably harder to sniff packets. Whether the 
intruder chooses a control port on a switch in switch-
based networking, the sniffer can either see data going 
to and from the sniffer's own communication network or 
transmitted messages. You are allowing yourself 

vulnerable to a packet-sniffing attack if you've not 
encrypted your switches and your switch setup 
supporting documents with a strong password. 

J. War driving Attack 

War driving happens when an attacker continues to 
drive around outside and uses a computer, possibly in 
your area, to detect unencrypted wireless 
communications. An attacker may indeed be able to 
access the system, capture personal information, and 
conduct identity theft or engaged in other suspicious 
activity on that infrastructure. The purpose of war 
driving could be to locate a single Wi-Fi channel or 
identify all Wi-Fi channels in a geographical location. An 
attacker removes the software of the targeted access 
point in a war driving attack. 

K.  Freeloading Attack 

Freeloading is one of the most serious computing threats 
in which an unauthorized attacker could use internet 
services anonymously. It can slow down your internet 
service. Unauthorized access devices can sometimes 
freeload to obtain unrestricted access to the wireless 
connection. This is typically not performed maliciously, 
but security problems still continue to stay. It has the 
capability of downloading illegal information or 
malware via your web server. In comparison, users 
exchanging files with unidentified networks or granting 
a peer or family members permissions to use their 
security settings login credentials significantly 
compromise protection procedures. 

III. EXISTING SYSTEM 
 
A counterfeit Wi-Fi access point that appears to be 
genuine, but is created to collect information on wireless 
networks is an Evil Twin attack. The wireless LAN 
alternative of the phishing attack is all this type of Evil 
Twin attack. To confuse a user's computer into 
connecting, the hacker uses 802.11 devices to transmit 
the same SSIDs as businesses and hotels. This suggests 
that their Man in the Middle (MITM) attack function 
would be established and 4G Networks connectivity 
could deliver Internet connectivity to prevent security 
measures. 
 
A.  Issues in WPA3 to Handle Evil Twin Attack 
 
Typically, it is where the Victim's computer, say a laptop, 
believes that it is wired to the internet via a Wi-Fi SSID. 
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In practice, the SSID is distributed by an attacker and the 
Victim's traffic moves explicitly to the attacker, allowing 
them to see what the Victim performs. This is still a 
surprisingly common type of attack, and much easier 
than what you would assume to cause damage to. During 
broadcasting, the existing 820.11 standard data frame 
can support different data frames for communication. 
Commonly, in the Wi-Fi security, these data frames are 
further classified into Control Frame, Data Frame and 
Management Frame Louca, Constantinos, Adamantini 
Peratikou, and Stavros Stavrou. (2020). This 
Management Frame is more divided into five different 
types of frames. They are: 

 
1. Beacon Frames 
2. Association Request Frames 
3. Probe Request Frames 
4. Authentication Frames 
5. DE authentication Frames 

 
In the hacking process, one of the key goals of malicious 
data frames is to cause customers to reconnect to an evil 
twin access point that can then be used to intercept 
network traffic transmitted between the user and the 
access point. The attacker executes malicious or fake 
data frames like the DE authentication frame on the 
target computer, disconnecting itself from its network 
infrastructure, enabling the client to connect to the Evil 
Twin access points dynamically. 
 
 
IV. DETECTION AND PREVENTION OF EVIL TWIN 

ATTACK 
 
The Wi-Fi authentication enhancements included in 
WPA3 are indeed a significant change for better 
communication, but these Wi-Fi interference methods 
like Evil Twin Attack can act as a base for malicious 
activities by implementing the IoT sensors like 
NodeMCU with the laptop. The trusted access point 
details can be managed to identify the fake SSIDs. This 
will eliminate the risk of a person or a computer linking 
to destructive attacks like the Evil Twin Access Points 
threat. The network design used to launch an Evil Twin 
attack is given in Figure 1. 

 

Fig. 1. A Sample Network Design Used for Launching 
the Evil Twin Attack 

A. Description of the Network Design Used for 
Evil Twin Attack 

 
In Figure 1, the attacker is connected to Access Point 1 
with a fake MAC address and IP address to launch the 
Evil Twin attack. This small office network design is 
designed to implement the Evil Twin Attack. It has six 
departments: Switch 0, Switch 1, Switch 2, Switch 3, 
Switch 4 and Switch 5. The components and its name 
used in this design are: 
 

1. Routers: Router 0, Router 1 and Router 2 
2. Switch: Switch 0, Switch 1, Switch 2, Switch 

3, Switch 4 and Switch 5 
3. Wireless Access Point: Access Point 1 
4. Wireless Router: Wireless Router 0 
5. Laptops under the Wireless Router 0: Laptop 

0 and Laptop 1 
6. Laptops under Access Point 1: User and 

Attacker 
7. Routing Protocol: Real-time Transport 

Protocol (RTP) 
8. DHCP: Assigned for Laptops under Wireless 

Router 
9. Static IP: Assigned for Laptops under Access 

Points 
10. Every user has access to communicate with 

other devices in the network 
11. Guest users can connect through Access 

Point 1 or Wireless Router 0 
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B. Detecting Evil Twin Attack Methodology 
Used by Attackers on Wi-Fi networks 

 
Although in few public access points, such as 
eavesdropping, spoofing, or evil twin attacks, protect 
people from wireless vulnerabilities. Login values 
including username, passwords, and credit card 
numbers, could be protected by authentic access points. 
Data protection is also up to the user after joining the Wi-
Fi network. For SSL websites and VPN communications, 
access point data processing is well-understood and 
quickly defeated. This situation cannot be matched with 
the Evil Twin attack. Because the attacker uses the actual 
or real network names (SSIDs) to threaten devices to 
interact with them. It is identified that the following are 
the methodology used by attackers on Wi-Fi networks to 
launch the Evil Twin attack. 

 
 
Fig. 2. Evil Twin Methodology Used on Wi-Fi 
networks 
 
The details of methodologies used in figure 2 are: 
 

i. Scanning for the target access point [to get SSIDs, 
Channel number and MAC address] by 
advertising the fake access point details. 

ii. Forcing the users to disconnect from the 
legitimate access point and be redirected to 
connect to a fake access point. 

iii. Browsing the network and its resources by 
intercepting the encoded user credentials 

iv. Displaying a warning message in a webpage to 
the clients by getting login credentials 

v. Backup the credentials entered by the clients 
and converted into clear text 

vi. An attacker manages this automation by 
changing the webpage 

 

C. Analyzing the Evil Twin Attacks 
 
Attackers can compromise the targeted access point 
using the active Wi-Fi session. They can introduce 
malware or backdoors to gather user credentials for 
remote access. Range, the overall distance between the 
transmitter and the receiver for regular service, is one of 
the key calculations of any wireless architecture. Many 
people customize their smartphones and laptops to 
remotely connect to certain wireless networks, such as 
those in their homes or at work. Nevertheless, when 
faced with two wireless connections having the same 
name, or SSID, and even sometimes the same MAC 
address, or BSSID, most devices link to something that 
has the better signal immediately. The Free-Space Path 
Loss (FSPL) in communications technology is the 
attenuation of radio energy between the points of 
transmitting antennas arising from the combination of 
the capture area of the receiving antenna and the 
obstacle-free, line-of-sight path across free space Louca, 
and Stavros Stavrou. (2020), . Here, distance d is in km 
and frequency f in GHz. If there is any doubt in the 
existing access point. This formula is used to calculate 
the distance between the access points is given in Figure 
3. 
 
Fig. 3. Path Loss in decibels to calculate the distance 
 

 
The following are the general symptoms identified in 
detecting an Evil Twin attack on Wi-Fi networks 
Selvarathinam, Nirmal S., Amit Kumar Dhar, and Santosh 
Biswas. (2019). 
 

1 Odd Access Points: User can disconnect from 
the saved SSIDs to avoid accidental reconnects 

2 Ad hoc mode: Disconnect from ad hoc 
advertising a fake SSID to avoid accidents 

3 Disconnect and Reconnects Disconnection even 
after a good signal, Host IDS are used to detect 
DE authentication flood. 
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4 Free Commercial Hotspot: Used to read login 
credentials by providing a commercial public 
hotspot 

5 Fake Portal Login Pages: Used to grab 
credentials and payment data by redirecting 
users to a fake portal login page 

6 Doubtful DNS: Evil Twins uses its own DNS 
settings to redirect user traffic to spoofed 
servers 

7 Spoofed Website: Spoofed websites are used to 
redirect user's web request 

8 Deceptive Servers: Redirecting email and files 
and other applications to a deceptive server to 
record user credentials. 

 
D. Security and Privacy Recommendations 
 
Evil Twin attack broadcasts the legitimate access 
point to Provide free internet service to the users. 
Virtual Private Network (VPN) is used to manage the 
session with an additional level of security. Wi-Fi 
networks are limited to radio waves and connectivity in 
providing service Lu, Qian (2017). The idea of using 
Wireless Intrusion Prevention Systems (WIPS) in with 
wireless network can prevent the Evil Twin attack 
Setiadji (2019). 
 
The solution chosen for the new network design is 
shown in the figure below. 

 
Figure 4 – The Prototype 
 

As can be seen in the above-mentioned figure, in the new 
network design, for security reasons and better 
functionality, the original network has been divided into 
several parts, thus creating several subnets. The method 
used to divide the network was VLSM. Some of these 
subnets are part of VLANs, while others are not part of 
VLANs. Each subdivision is given a VLAN that contains 
all of the devices that are associated with that 
department. The non-VLANs segments are: the wireless 
component of the network and the links between the 
Internal Router with the Wireless Router and ISP The 
initial IP address 192.168.1.0/24 will be divided into 
subnets using VLMS. 
 

 
Table 1, Subnets Created. 
 
Name of 
network 

Subnet Mask Network 1ST Host Last Host Broadcast 

VLAN 10 
Man. Director 

255.255.255.240 192.168.1.0 192.168.1.1 192.168.1.14 192.168.1.15 

VLAN 20 
Sales 

255.255.255.240 192.168.1.16 192.168.1.17 192.168.1.30 192.168.1.31 

VLAN 30 
Accounting 

255.255.255.240 192.168.1.32 192.168.1.33 192.168.1.46 192.168.1.47 

VLAN 40 
Purchasing 

255.255.255.240 192.168.1.48 192.168.1.49 192.168.1.62 192.168.1.63 

VLAN 50 
Utilities 

255.255.255.240 192.168.1.64 192.168.1.65 192.168.1.78 192.168.1.79 

VLAN 60 
Management 

255.255.255.240 192.168.1.80 192.168.1.81 192.168.1.94 192.168.1.95 

Wireless 255.255.255.240 192.168.1.96 192.168.1.97 192.168.1.110 192.168.1.111 
Router – 
Wireless 

255.255.255.252 192.168.1.112 192.168.1.113 192.168.1.114 192.168.1.115 

Router – ISP 255.255.255.252 192.168.1.116 192.168.1.117 192.168.1.118 192.168.1.119 
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Therefore, all wired devices – such as PCs, printers and 
servers – will be grouped by one side of the Internal 
Router. This solution was chosen to separate the core 
part of the network from the wireless network 
components. This solution was chosen to separate the 
main part of the network from the wireless component. 
The wireless components of a network are the most 
vulnerable parts of any computer network, that's why 
it's necessary to anticipate the potential security risk and 
to take additional precautionary measures related to 
this. In this case, the "Ethernet Network" and the 
"Wireless Network" will be separated by the Internal 
Router, where security measures will be implemented, 
such as firewall/ACLs, passwords, routing restriction, 
port security, etc. All these security measures will act as 
a barrier between these two parts of the network. At the 
same time, by applying a traffic filtering strategy, 
limiting in this way the range of possible external 
attacks, the Internal Router will act as a border between 
the company's network and the Internet. The "Ethernet 
Network" will be divided into several VLANs, based on 
departments. An extra VLAN will be configured for 
managerial functions, allowing for remote access in 
switches. 
 
A VLAN strategy was used because in this way, the 
departments can be kept separate from each other and 
users from a department will not be able to access the 
computers in other departments. Communication 
between departments will only be possible through the 
Internal Router, where each VLAN will have a sub-
interface configured. This method is called Inter-VLAN 
Routing. Because communication between VLANs is 
done only through the Internal Router, should be 
configured security measures to restrict traffic between 
departments by implementing ACLs with different rules 
to meet the company's needs. Using the VLAN strategy to 
divide the network creates a few benefits, such as: 
decrease the size of broadcast domains, segment traffic, 
no waste of IP addresses, etc. 
 
Special attention should be paid to Glasgow's office 
because it is geographically separate from the rest of the 
company but must be in the same network as the rest of 
the users. For this reason, this office must be part of the 
same VLAN as its colleagues in Edinburgh, to be able to 
benefit from the same facilities and to gain the same level 
of access to the server. At the same time, Glasgow's office 
must be accessible and should be able to be checked by 
the manager in the same way as the office in Edinburgh 
is checked. To make all these features to be possible, the 

connection between these two offices of the company 
will be achieved by using VPN technology. The same 
technology will also be used for remote managers' access 
to the network. Unfortunately, this connection cannot be 
configured and presented in Packet Tracer because this 
program does not have this feature. The benefits and 
security measures that VPN technology involves, will be 
explained in detail in the Security Report addressed to 
Mr Williamson, presented later in this project. All 
devices in the "Ethernet Network" will have a static IP 
address assigned. The main reason why this strategy 
was chosen instead of DHCP is the size of the network, 
which does not require a dynamic allocation of IP 
addresses, being easy to allocate them manually. 
Another reason why static IP addresses have been 
preferred is that this ensures better network security. 
DHCP technology is very useful for large networks, as it 
reduces the time spent on setting IP addresses for each 
device. But at the same time, this technology can leave 
open access gates within the network. Using DHCP 
involve less control of who gains access to the network 
resources. Even with a switch port security, a good 
hacker can access the network by placing a bridge 
between an authorized device and its network port (a 
laptop with 2 NICs)—however, much more about DHCP 
and static IP addresses in the Security Report. 
 
The "Ethernet network" will be divided into six VLANs, 
each of these has allocated 14 available IP addresses. For 
the company's current needs, a number of 3 to 5 IP 
addresses will be used in each VLAN. The rest of the IPs, 
up to 14, will be available for scalability. The name of 
every VLAN and the IP addresses allocated are in detail 
explained in Table no 1. The "Wireless Network" will be 
a separate, non-VLAN subnet with the IP address 
192.168.1.96/28. Because this part of the network is 
strictly dedicated to mobile devices that belong to 
employees and visitors, it is necessary to use DHCP. In 
the beginning, the "Wireless Network" have 14 available 
IP addresses. One of these will be used for the default 
gateway, and the remaining 13 will be dynamically 
assigned to the users. The IP address of this subnet is 
192.168.1.96/28. Special security measures will be 
configured in the Wireless Router to limit the 
vulnerability of the wireless component as much as 
possible. Later in this rapport, will be explained in detail 
all these security settings. The "Ethernet Network" area 
with all the VLANs and the "Wireless Network" will be 
the main parts of the Magic Memories network. The links 
between the Internal Router and the Wireless Router 
and the Internal Router and ISP will be part of two other 
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subnets as follows: the first link will have the IP address 
192.168.1.112/30 and the second one 
192.168.1.116/30. A Loopback address will be 
configured in the internal router; as follows: 
192.168.1.121/30. Also, in the ISP router, a Loopback 
address will be configured to simulate Internet access: 
209.100.100.100. 
 
The following are the general preventive 
mechanisms used to prevent an Evil Twin Attack in 
the wireless networks: 
 
1 Usage of VPN: To encrypt the tunnel to avoid data 

interception 
2 Avoid using Fake Login Screen: The forced login 

screen in public Wi-Fi 
3 Fake SSID: Investigate the doubtful SSID 

broadcasted by the access point 
4 Doubtful User Interfaces: Avoiding the doubtful or 

irrelevant user interfaces of the websites 
5 Additional Check: Analyze the MAC address and the 

SSID of the channel 
6 Authentication: Usage of passwords with multi-

factor authentication 
7 Notifications: Enabling the login notifications to 

identify the suspicious activity 
8 Segmentation: Implementing the network 

segmentation to isolate clients 
9 Audit: Performing periodic audit and penetration 

testing of networks 
10 Policy and Guidelines: Cleary policy and procedures 

to address all possible network scenarios 
 
E. Suggested Parameters to Identify Evil 
Twin Attack 

 
The Evil Twin attack is recognized by identifying the fake 
access point in the network. Several open-source tools 
are used to identify the rogue Wi-Fi access points to 
make an alert to the network administrators Tang, 
Zhanyong (2019). The following are the configuration 
parameters used to identify the Evil Twin attack: 
 

a. Network Name or SSID 
b. MAC address or BSSID 
c. Channel Number 
d. Encryption 

 
By considering the security and detecting mechanisms 
given in the research work, an Evil Twin detector could 
be designed to prevent the attacks. The output of the Evil 

Twin Detector will look like Victim BSSID: Number of 
frames received. An example of the suggested Evil Twin 
detector to detect fake Victim BSSID and the number of 
frames received during the communication between the 
user and the access point is given below: 

 
70:BB:E9:3B:57:D8 1 
70:BB:E9:3B:57:D8 2 
70:BB:E9:3B:57:D8 3 
70:BB:E9:3B:57:D8 4 
70:BB:E9:3B:57:D8 5 

 
V. CONCLUSION  

 
In the traditional Wi-Fi network, users could connect to 
the legitimate access point. But, when an attacker is 
launching an Evil Twin attack in the Wi-Fi network, an 
attacker could broadcast the same network details like 
the SSID, BSSID or MAC address of the SSID as the 
legitimate access point to confuse the active users. Users 
are disconnected by using the fake data packets and 
redirected to a malicious access point. For launching and 
broadcasting, the tools like Wi-Fi Pineapple are used for 
pen-testing and Bettercap is used to create a fake SSID 
that can run on Windows, Linux, MAC and Smartphones. 
The flooding concept is used with spoofed 
Deauthentication data frames to target the nearby access 
points to break the active connection. Unfortunately, 
most of the technology was restricted to features such as 
radio frequency, bandwidth, and availability rather than 
privacy in the Wi-Fi environment. Numerous 
networking and technology specialists ignore the 
guidance they need to avoid Wi-Fi attacks effectively. 
Development is essential, as is a larger topic about the 
level of protection and reliability that users expect and 
demand today from Wi-Fi technologies. By analyzing and 
understating the Wi-Fi environments, users can detect 
and reports to network admins on unauthorized access 
points and Wi-Fi flooding. Tracking the network name 
and MAC address will be very useful for troubleshooting 
and enhancing the security in the network. 
Troubleshooting the network can help to solve the issue 
with the access point or with the router or DHCP server. 
Identifying the doubtful device which is connected by 
using wired or wireless medium could be tracked and 
reported to prevent the Evil Twin attacks. 
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